
Weller Erem 2441E Plier with Needle Nose, Long Lasting
Durability

1 Million Movements - Magic Spring™ design enables maximum durability with constant
spring force movements
Precision - Experience precise cuts from the high-precision screw joint that enables a
smooth action with no jaw overlap
Comfort, Security and Grip - Ergonomically-shaped handles provide superior comfort and
fatigue-free handling with Maximum Opening Stop Technology
Quality - Uncompromising Swiss quality created to be strong, durable and sharp
ESD Safe - made from ESD-safe material to prevent damage to sensitive components
This is the most widely used head shape
Fits for all cutting applications where easy access is given
It is robust and size for size offers the highest cutting capacity
Erem cutters and pliers with ergonomic handle. The ergonomic handle and special
materials ensure a soft feel, operating comfort and safety
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W : Safety device for holding wire scraps This safety device for side cutters holds wire
scraps securely ater cutting. Available for all Series 500, 600, 2400 & 2600 cutters. Order
suffix "W", e.g.595EW

 Weller Erem® Pliers are designed to ensure an accurate and sure grip every time.
Manufactured with uncompromising Swiss quality and created for worldwide applications,
including electronics assembly and healthcare, Weller Erem Pliers are built to last. The
signature high-performance pliers set the industry standard with their built-in Weller Erem
Magic Spring™ providing over 1 million constant closing and re-opening force movements.
With other state-of-the-art advanced features, including High-Precision Screw Joint, and
Maximum Opening Stop Technology, Weller Erem Pliers provide the longest durability,
highest precision and best quality on the planet. Feel the difference with Weller Erem® –
the proven choice. Every time.
The Weller Erem Series 2400 Magic Sense is a range of medium-sized precision cutters
that combines robustness, visibility and accessibility. A large variety of head shapes for
precision work in hard-to-reach areas. The optimized ergonomic shape of the Series 2400
MagicSense prevents hand fatigue. These cutters are manufactured from improved
induction-hardened cutting edges up to 64 – 65 HRc for an extremely long service life.
The cutting edges are made from special tool steel. The precision cutters have a
nonreflecting surface, are ESD safe and resharpenable.

item number WL50968

manufacturer Weller Erem

manufacturer item number 2441E

order unit 1 piece

content unit 1 piece

VDE no

ESD safe no

type of pliers special pliers
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